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The Welsh Government wants to make sure Wales is internationally recognised as 
an 'innovation nation'. The country aims to be the global test bed of ground-breaking 
ideas, using its diverse demography and scale of urban and rural communities as 
perfect opportunities to trial new science and gain valuable feedback.   

This is a laudable ambition for a country which has been a net beneficiary of EU 
funds for decades and yet remains the third most deprived area in Western Europe. 
There are signs that the proud industrial heritage that once provided mass 
employment and heavy industrial skills is turning toward encouraging 
entrepreneurialism and growth in an innovation economy. Investment in academia 
has developed key sectors of world-class life science - with innovation in brain injury 
and cancer treatment, for example - as well as renewable energy and cyber security. 
And creative media talent is increasing the draw for technology talent at an early age 
in education. 

As an innovation and technology company well-versed in developing and testing 
products to bring them to market we have a clear view of what it takes to convert 
ideas into reality to drive economic growth. We shared our thoughts with delegates of 
GovCamp Cymru 2016 – an 'unconference' for SMEs, agencies and funders of 
innovation in Wales – and asked, “Has Wales got what it takes to be an innovation 
nation?” 

Key findings 

87% think innovation is a key issue for Welsh econo mic development 

50% are confident or fairly confident their supply chain can support innovation 

0% think the country's innovation capability is mat ure enough 
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Here you can read our interpretation of the challenges and opportunities facing 
Wales as an innovation nation, and the opinion and insight we gained from 130 
delegates of the GovCamp Cymru 2016 innovation event. The survey results and 
quantitative data in this report are based on the views of 19 delegates who attended 
the event. Delegates were drawn from the third, public and private sectors including 
local councils and tech start-ups. 

1.1 Innovation in Wales 
Wales undoubtedly has pockets of innovation talent like Baglan Bay’s renewables centre, the National 
Software Academy and the life sciences sector. And it has inspirational ideas and true leadership – 
within business, community and the public sector. However, it also faces the challenges of budget 
pressures on the public sector, the decline of traditional industries and being a small-nation economy 
which is a net beneficiary of the European Union. These pressures make it difficult to find time and 
capacity to develop a cohesive nationwide innovation strategy. 

Wales does have, however, some real strengths to build on. It has a strong university sector with good 
links to industry. Initiatives like the National Cyber Security Academy, combined with investment in the 
surrounding industry offers the possibility of creating a number of UK, European and world-leading 
industry clusters. The Learning, Skills and Innovation Partnership (LSkIP) for Wales is identifying 
which skills are needed for the future and the City Regions have the potential to drive this further. The 
£1.2 billion Cardiff City Region deal represents an unparalleled economic opportunity for the whole of 
South East Wales and other regional developments could bring similar benefits. Equally, the 
Development Bank launched by Finance Wales can play its part through easier access to more 
effective financing.  

1.2 What the GovCamp delegates told us 
GovCamp Cymru brought together SMEs, agencies and funders of innovation in Wales – in the run up 
to and at the event we asked them a range of questions under the overall theme of: “Has Wales got 
what it takes to be an innovation nation?” Their responses showed clearly that developing innovation 
capability is an important issue but there were mixed views about the effectiveness of the overall 
climate and culture in supporting innovation. In particular, confidence in Wales' capability to develop 
and deliver innovation was relatively low at 56%. There were also concerns about government policy 
and political uncertainty as well as the capacity to develop the right resources and the skills. However, 
there was also optimism that the challenges facing Wales could be marshalled to stimulate innovation, 
that there were growing opportunities to share ideas and a willingness to drive a change of culture. 

1.3 Our approach to innovation 
PA has extensive experience of supporting clients in developing innovation and helping them 
overcome the barriers to making their ideas a successful commercial reality. Our 2015 “Innovation as 
Unusual” report, based on interviews with 750 senior executives identified a range of obstacles to 
innovation, the most critical of which were lack of investment and lack of skills. The survey also 
showed that there are significant rewards from nurturing and encouraging innovation: 71% had seen 
their profitability increase in the last 12 months.   

 

1 INNOVATION NOW 
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37% of respondents considered themselves new 
to the innovation industry (within the past year); 

21% had been active in the sector for 1-2 years;  

42% to be active in the innovation industry for 
upwards of two years with 10% having been 
innovation driven for over a decade.  

 

 

 

How confident are you that your supply chain has the capabilities to 
support Wales’ innovation ambitions? 
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Overall, how would you rate innovation capability in Wales (that is the 
ability of Wales to successfully define, manage and deliver a portfolio of 
innovation)? 
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We asked respondents to identify the areas in the UK, Europe or globally that they 
considered as innovation leaders.  

 

The figure overleaf shows the responses identified a number of centres of innovation ranging from 
Silicon Valley as the lead in virtualisation technology to Barcelona as the lead in social innovation. 
This underlines that the attendees saw a clear benefit for a location having a global reputation for 
expertise in a particular field. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2 WHAT GOOD LOOKS LIKE 
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We asked what people thought would make the difference in Wales. 

3.1 A clear vision 
For Wales to achieve its ambition to be an innovation nation, it is essential that there is a common 
vision that is clearly understood and a plan for how to achieve it. Only half of the GovCamp Cymru 
attendees felt the public sector had this vision and half were unclear about what the vision actually 
was. Even more worrying was the view of 85% of respondents that insufficient support was being 
provided to enable innovation. 

 

3.2 The right people and skills  
To be recognised as an innovation nation Wales will need to develop, attract and retain the right 
people with the skills to enable niche and disruptive industries to develop and grow. While more than 
half of respondents felt that Wales is somewhere between 'okay' and 'strong' at both attracting and 
developing these skills, not a single respondent felt that Wales offered a compelling and leading edge 
in any of these areas.  

The South East Wales Learning, Skills and Innovation Partnership report 2016 provides some insight 
into where Wales should focus on developing the skills for the next generation. But, it is unclear 
whether sufficient focus on these skills will be achieved, given it depends on a radical shift in culture 
and attitude. 

3.3 Bringing ideas together 
Some of the most significant successes in innovation happen when people from diverse backgrounds 
and fields bring their ideas together. Open innovation has been increasingly successful in supporting 
this exchange and is an area in which GovCamp Cymru attendees felt Wales is well placed.   

3 WHAT WALES NEEDS  
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This includes the work Welsh universities have done to promote innovation and the way they work 
with colleagues in the UK and across the world. Organisations such as Innovation Point and Y Lab 
have also been established through the Welsh Government, to stimulate and promote innovation and 
bring together academia, industry and the public sector. The investment in the Life Sciences Hub, 
Computational facilities, Software and Cyber Security Academies will also help in this work. There are 
early signs that these are having some success in engaging and stimulating collaborative discussions 
but it is too early to tell if they will accelerate innovation enough to produce real economic impact and 
growth. 

3.4 Sharing information 
Another important aspect in supporting innovation is effective use of data. Wales has more to do in 
this area. 40% of respondents felt that insufficient work is being done to gather and analyse data on 
the ability of Wales to innovate and then use that data to identify and support trends. Data sharing 
across partners within industries, across industries and up and down supply chains to stimulate 
innovation would allow focused effort, investment and support to where it will make the most 
difference.  

3.5 More effective support  
There was a clear view that there was a need for more support for innovation. This may come from the 
National Innovation Body for Wales but, until its purpose and operational remit is more fully 
understood, there is concern that it will end up being just another think tank or centrally-driven body 
that lacks a delivery focus. 

Another option is to recognise the potential importance, focus and funding of the City Regions in 
supporting innovation. The Cardiff City Region covers over 50% of Wales’ population, businesses and 
economic output. The Swansea Bay City Region covers a further substantial area and the North 
Wales Ambition Board has aims to include Liverpool and Cheshire City Region. These bodies could 
provide a flexible and agile support structure that responds to the specific needs of each region. This 
would complement existing provision such as Business Wales; Welsh Government Sector and 
Innovation teams; and local authority economic development and enterprise provision. The Cardiff 
Capital City Deal offers similar potential to spark wholescale and fresh thinking about local economic 
development.  

Our experience working with Highlands and Islands Enterprise (HIE) in Scotland shows what can be 
achieved. HIE helped 500 local businesses to develop digital, international and innovation 
programmes by establishing a highly effective advisor network. The mix of sector specialists provided 
through our own teams and local business advisors who know the economic climate and local drivers 
continues to contribute to increased investment and revenue expansion in sectors of accelerated 
development. 

Our survey indicated that financial support, while both important and appreciated, is only one aspect of 
what is needed.  Respondents felt that  that the Development Bank of Finance Wales should be able 
to provide the financial support that Welsh Businesses need, but they did not feel that other aspects of 
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support were sufficient, including professional, business management, innovation and technology 
advice were as effective as they needed to be. 

3.6 Technology  
Technology clearly enables innovation, but less than a third of respondents of our survey felt that 
technology innovation was sufficiently valued. There were also concerns about specific technology 
initiatives. Only half felt Digital Wales was being ambitious enough in its plans to deliver a technology 
infrastructure that is sufficiently flexible, adaptive and cutting edge.  

But there are some bold plans being developed. The ambitions for the Internet Coast contained in the 
Swansea Bay City Region proposal include a transatlantic 50 terabits per second cable from West 
Wales to New York could open up Wales and the UK to become a digital test bed. However, such 
ambitions need visionary support and engagement from every part of the stakeholder community and 
that requires real cultural change to embrace rather than mock big ambitions.  
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Before GovCamp Cymru, we surveyed the participants about their opinions on how the current system 
enhances or limits their ability to carry out innovation. The diagram opposite gives a snapshot of how 
things are. We focused on processes; structure; culture and leadership; and governance, measures 
and controls. Each theme was broken down into three or four indicators and participants were asked 
to choose from one of five answers (1 indicating a negative effect on their ability to innovate, and 5 
indicating a positive effect). 

The findings showed: 

 

Processes 

 

The Welsh innovation system scores quite poorly in all of the 
indicators related to processes. There is a lack of clarity or 
awareness on the sources of business and funding support 
available, as well as a lack of clarity on procurement rules and other 
standards. Yet as there is significant business support available, this 
suggests that the problem is that it is difficult to access, and not 
visible or well-marketed. 

Structure 

 

Respondents were more positive about the structures around 
innovation, indicating that there is reasonable communication 
between government and the private sector, and within the latter’s 
supply chain. However, with average scores of 2.5 across these 
indicators, there is still room for improvement. 

Culture & Leadership 

 

The survey results show that company and public service leaders 
place sufficient emphasis on innovation, and this has a strong impact 
on the overall culture of innovation. However, innovation leaders are 
not recognised for their work, and this provides little motivation for 
others to innovate. 

Governance, Measures 
& Controls 

 

The scores in this area indicate that there is a lack of understanding 
amongst companies on how innovation is measured and what 
metrics are used to measure its impact upon the economy. This 
could be due to a lack of understanding and/or consensus on what 
actually constitutes innovation. 

 

4 BREAKING DOWN BARRIERS TO 
INNOVATION 
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5.1 Challenges 
We asked survey respondents about the biggest innovation challenges that Wales faces in the next 
five years. 

5.1.1 Government policy 
• A number of themes emerged in the answers, the first of which related to government policy. 

Respondents felt that the “Welsh Government needs to be more decisive and supportive in areas 
that have specific impact on local public services”. The continued uncertainty of local government 
reform is also seen as an impediment to innovation and limits risk taking in an already risk-averse 
culture. 

 

 

• There was also a feeling that “Welsh Government and the Welsh public sector, in general has not 
fully supported SME innovators”. Respondents were clear that simply putting money on the table is 
not the answer and that the funding that is available is becoming harder to access and use. There 
is a sense that in spite of the effort put into business support for the SME community, it is not yet 
meeting the need. This was because it was difficult to access, with too many options and a 
confusing set of grants. There was, however, some hope that this would change with the new 
Development Bank and re-profiling of investment funding for micro business, SMEs and more 
sector specific opportunities. 

 

5 THE CHALLENGES AND 
OPPORTUNITIES 
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• Another concern was that the services do not deliver the range of sector and sub-sector support 
innovators need. It was noted that investment in sector hubs like the Life Science Hub and 
Innovation Hub are engaging businesses and potential clients in a very different way. But there was 
no agreement as to whether this really reflects a change in SME engagement and behaviour. 

5.1.2 Uncertainty 
• As a net beneficiary of EU funding and being amongst the poorest economies in the EU the 

overwhelming vote to exit the EU by the Welsh people is still having ramifications across all tiers of 
Government. Respondents felt that Wales has an “incoherent government strategy with conflicting 
bodies and an uncoordinated agenda.” However there was a view that what was needed now was 
to secure a “future proofing of the economy, moving from traditional economy to new forward 
looking focus / thinking globally not locally.” Developing the industrial and international strategy for 
Wales in the run up to Brexit is clearly a priority for Welsh Government but respondents felt this 
should be accompanied by scenario-based planning, involving the wider SME and innovation 
community. 

5.1.3 Culture 

 

 

The strongest concern in the answers was around the need to address the underlying cultural 
challenges within Wales. The problem is not that the economy is lacking in talent or vision, but that 
there are just pockets of talent and visionary change. 

The Internet Coast and Internet of Energy being developed for Swansea Bay City Region or the 
connectivity of entrepreneurial hubs alongside the South Wales Metro route, for example.  

Some respondents also felt that Wales was "Going digital for the hell of it’ but others felt failing to 
invest in digital meant Wales would be left behind. There was also a complication that responsibility for 
digital services rests within the remit of local government and the City Regions as it does Welsh 
Government. 
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There were also comments about the need to develop the IT Infrastructure and a skilled workforce. 
Some progress is clearly being made: creative and digital media is developing in Wales, as well as 
cyber security – Wales hosts the largest single Cyber Security cluster in the UK. However young 
people in schools and colleges are still not seeing the value of developing coding and software 
development skills in securing future job opportunities. 

5.2 Opportunities 
We asked respondents about the biggest innovation opportunities for Wales in the next five years. 

5.2.1 Necessity 
• One of the more interesting responses to this question was that reduced funding and budget 

constraints could create opportunity – as the burning platform for change. There was an optimism 
that change is happening and some respondents went even further, suggesting that Wales has a 
window of opportunity for innovation across sectors on a scale not seen for decades. Examples of 
these opportunities include: 

– Local government reform 

– Cardiff City Region Deal  

– Channelling of previous EU funds more effectively (post Brexit and assuming Wales gets a fair 
deal if and when negotiated) 

– Greater devolution for Wales 

– Expansion of higher education (Swansea second campus) 

– Openness to new design approaches 

 

 

5.2.2 Momentum 
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• Respondents also provided a number of specific suggestions for translating the current excitement 
around innovation into practical action. These included: 

� Greater need to facilitate remote working, support technology and start-ups in Wales 

� Desire to build a genuine tech (software) incubator programme - no hype, no 'grungy 
teenagers'(unless they measure up) and no pet-projects, just a genuine, all-Wales, open 
programme of incubating innovative tech to build successful businesses 

� Stop counting 'job creation' as the only measure - it is a consequence of success not the 
sole metric 

� Stop getting in the way, and stop using the word 'innovation' to justify a pointless 
programme.  

• Wales is the first nation worldwide to enshrine in legislation a duty to look to the Wellbeing of 
Future Generations [Act 2016]. The ambition to inspire and incubate more young, digitally-literate 
people is not without its challenges – the population aged 16-35 is shrinking and skills are leaking 
over the borders. 

• There was also a view that, as a small nation able to determine policy and disseminate knowledge 
more easily, Wales should be able to develop a focused national approach to reform. Wales 
already has emerging and increasingly established pockets of innovation excellence and is 
increasingly investing in innovation centres like those below. 

 

 

5.3 What the public sector should do 
We asked respondents, “If there was one thing you needed from Welsh public sector to support 
innovation in Wales what would it be?” 

• A number of respondents cited the need for “tax breaks” or “financial and logistical support to make 
the case for starting up a branch of business in Wales”. However, more people wanted to see 
developments like, “A proper innovation support strategy without the usual bureaucracy” or “A 
coherent strategy backed up by a coordinated implementation plan.” 

• Flexible agile support not just money 
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• Links to international innovation and innovators 

• Stronger research networks to support and highlight good practice / what works 

• Stop funding 'silver bullets' and invest in local innovation ecosystem of SMEs and experts 

• Less limited thinking / stronger and more innovative leadership / pace of change increasing 

• Open Data  

• More opportunities to get heads together – thematic unconferences 
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There is clear acceptance that innovation is essential to the future of the economy in 
Wales. However, while some world-class and ground-breaking innovation exists, the 
profile of Wales as an innovation centre of excellence is lower than the rest of the 
UK.  

That means Wales has to establish itself as a clear brand leader not only in the 
innovation sectors where it has strength and capability like the sub sectors in life 
sciences, high-end automotive manufacture and digital and creative media; but also 
as a national brand, distinctive from other parts of the UK. It must do so without 
necessarily divorcing itself or its collaborative links from the rest of the UK innovation 
community.  To do this it will need to build on its heritage rather than being 
constrained by it and truly embrace the shift to digital and disruptive technologies. 
Here are our recommendations. 

Value SMES 
• There are many reasons to be optimistic that Wales already realises that it can achieve this. SMEs 

make up 95% of the business base and by harnessing their entrepreneurial spirit, they can drive 
innovation forward. The Welsh public sector targets more procurement opportunities at SMEs than 
ever before but further support from the public sector is needed. It has to demonstrate that it is 
willing to adapt, develop, take risks and be courageous enough to enable and procure innovation.  
Additionally, experience in other parts of the UK has shown that the prolonged climate of austerity 
has given rise to a new wave of innovators within the public services. Welsh public services need 
to inspire and promote the same culture of change. 

• Part of this is about money but that is only part of the solution. The latest study from the Office for 
National Statistics (ONS) suggests that Cardiff Capital Region is likely to perform worse in terms of 
people and skills retention than many of its competitors, particularly its near neighbour Bristol. This 
underlines that Wales needs to put in place the type of innovation ecosystem that captures the 
imagination of younger people and allows them to view Wales as the place in which they can fulfil 
their ambitions. This will build on a consistent theme seen throughout this report that there is a real 
need to create innovation communities with the right skills and culture. 

• Creating those communities will require investment in business or academia to secure a robust 
supply chain of skilled labour and component parts. Wales has already successfully attracted 
prized investment in key sectors such as automotive investment in Aston Martin and TVR (sports 
car manufacture) and there are a range of other new developments on the near horizon that will all 
require large and ideally local supply chains. If Wales is to capitalise on new and future wins it must 
ensure that it puts in place now, the structures that will allow Welsh firms to enter and compete in 
the global supply chains that support these firms. 

Look to the wider world 
• Welsh businesses will also need to look beyond national borders. Innovative SMEs need to be 

encouraged to scale up more quickly and have confidence to enter new markets. That will see 
firms grow, whilst at the same time being exposed to innovative practices in other economies. This 
will ensure a steady flow of new cutting edge innovation comes to Wales. 

6 INNOVATION IN FUTURE 
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Target the right sectors 
• That means ensuring Wales backs tomorrow’s winners. Like all nations Wales has finite resources 

and the sectors it backs need to be the most innovative and provide the highest return. As a small 
nation in an increasingly competitive market it needs to decide what it wants to be and how it seeks 
to promote itself through the industrial and International strategies. Wales must carefully target the 
growth sectors of the future and not spread itself too thinly.  

• The Welsh Government has let industry lead the way in this and nine sectors have been identified 
including semi-conductors, life sciences and energy. Leading edge innovation is happening in 
partnerships across and between industry and academia in Wales. However, the timescale to 
convert ideas into action and into industry is too long and the route too circuitous. The route to 
market needs acceleration along commercial lines whilst respecting the need for public funding 
accountability. A rigorous data driven approach to profiling sector trends, market opportunities and 
appraisal of financial returns in respect of total value not just IPR and funding, is also crucial to 
identify and commercialise the sectors and ideas that will offer the highest returns in economic 
growth, jobs and prosperity. 

Measure success effectively 
• Another important factor in supporting innovation is to ensure that the right measures of success 

are in place. There needs to be a move from over reliance on job creation as the main measure. 
This has created an over-riding objective of landing eye catching numbers which look good on 
paper but often come at a cost to the wider economy. It also encourages new ventures rather than 
expansion of businesses already within the economy and delivering growth through innovation. If 
Wales is to become an innovation nation it needs to look beyond the number of jobs created and 
move towards other measures e.g. value or impact on a workless community; increased ability of 
the future workforce to be industry ready. It must also ensure that success measures are not just 
politically important but also incentivise and motivate industry. 

A true innovation nation 
From this snapshot of innovators we conclude that Wales has the component parts to be an 
innovation nation. Wales also has a relatively narrow window of opportunity to act – the opportunity 
created by uncertainty in the economic and political climate is ripe for bold initiatives and disruptive 
approaches.  

In our view Wales rapidly needs to focus its activity and ambition on the areas that are distinctive and 
value-adding in the global economy e.g. sub-sectors within life sciences, technology, renewables and 
Cyber. Then together the Welsh Government, public and commercial sectors in parallel with academia 
need to boldly pursue the common aim of giving Wales the best chance of success in achieving its 
ambition as a globally recognised Innovation Nation. 
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